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flash memory toolkit is a free, portable
windows tool for reading and writing to flash

memory. the program includes a flash
drive/card tester that will perform a full

read/write and compare. the program also
includes a tool for viewing and verifying an
ssd's smart status. the tool includes a table

that displays all known flash memory brands
and models that it supports. the program can

read and write flash memory at its full
capacity, and also supports resizing the

memory. it can even detect if the memory is
protected and then ask if you want to change
the password. the serial number is the code

that is printed on the storage device to
identify it, they use a barcode to encode the
code and store them in a database which is
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used to ensure the product is authentic, so
theres no chance of a fake one ever slipping
through the net. keep in mind though that
counterfeit items are always the ones that

are the smallest and least expensive. if youre
looking for a high quality usb flash drive with
a good capacity youre better off looking for a
manufacturer, its a little more difficult to find
genuine " oem " drives, but theres plenty to
choose from. when searching for a device

you want to make sure that the serial
number printed on the device is the one that
was originally stated on the product as this is
the easiest way to check that the product is

genuine. a usb flash drive is a common
storage device for the pc and mac. while
they can be used for a variety of things,
there are a number of things that can be

done with them. for example, you can use a
flash drive to transfer files between pcs,

macs, and even ios devices. you can also use
them for memory cards in cameras and

phones.
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